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DTU Students Compete in the 2012 Danang Student Fashion 

Contest 

 

On March 24, DTU students shone brightly with their excellent performances in the 2012 Miss Danang Fashion 

Contest 2012, which took place at the Trung Vuong Theatre. The final result was DTU’s pleasure when Ms. Nguyen 

Tran My Linh of DTU won the first prize in the individual competition and Tran Anh Minh - Le Thi Ngoc Huyen of 

DTU came second in the couples contest.   

   

Contestants in the 2012 Miss Danang Fashion Contest 

The 2012 contest, which is held every two years, attracted a lot of attention with its 200 participants. Performing 

brilliantly to the final Question and Answer round, comprising five individuals and three couples, DTU students 

were the most outstanding of all the contestants.                             

In their traditional costume and shiny evening dresses, Ms. My Linh, and Anh Minh with Ngoc Huyen confidently 

persuaded the judge and audiences with their alluring beauty and clever answers to the questions.  
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Ms. Nguyen Tran My Linh - Miss Fashion 2012 

As runners-up, the DTU couple won 3 million VND and certificate.  

As well as winning the title of Miss Danang Fashion 2012, Ms. My Linh also carried off the prize of Miss Vietin 

2012 for the best answers. She exquisitely portrayed elements of truth, goodness and beauty. Following her wins at 

the 2011 Central Region Miss U League title and the 2011 Miss Talent of the Vietnam Miss U League, on February 

8, 2011, these awards have all added up to a very successful year for Ms. My Linh. Her successes express the 

vitality, skills and spirit of young people in Danang. In her final Question and Answer Round, by understanding that 

striving to overcome significant challenges in life can finally lead to great success, Ms. My Linh said:” The swan 

and duck have their own values. Once a duck has the swan’s beautiful soul, the duck can turn into a swan”.  
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